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Abstract
The inert higgs model is a minimal extension of the Standard Model
that features a viable dark matter candidate, the so-called inert higgs
(H0). In this paper, we compute and analyze the dominant electroweak
corrections to the direct detection cross section of dark matter within
this model. These corrections arise from one-loop diagrams mediated by
gauge bosons that, contrary to the tree-level result, do not depend on
the unknown scalar coupling λ. We study in detail these contributions
and show that they can modify in a significant way the prediction of the
spin-independent direct detection cross section. In both viable regimes
of the model, MH0 < MW and MH0 & 500 GeV, we find regions where
the cross section at one-loop is much larger than at tree-level. We also
demonstrate that, over the entire viable parameter space of this model,
these new contributions bring the spin-independent cross section within
the reach of future direct detection experiments.
1 Introduction
Direct detection is possibly the most promising way of observing and identifying
the dark matter –that mysterious form of matter that accounts for about 20%
of the energy density of the Universe [1]. Direct detection experiments try to
observe, via recoil-energy, the scattering of dark matter particles with nuclei
and to determine from it some fundamental properties of the dark matter par-
ticle, such as its mass and its interactions. In recent years, these experiments,
particularly XENON100 [2, 3], have made outstanding progress in this regard
and have started to exclude interesting regions of the parameter space of com-
mon models of dark matter –see e.g. [4, 5, 6, 7]. In the near future, planned
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experiments, such as XENON-1T, will either find direct evidence of dark mat-
ter or increase the excluded regions even further. In both cases, it is of crucial
importance to have reliable predictions for the direct detection cross section of
dark matter. Otherwise, we would not be able to assess the implications of
forthcoming data for specific models of dark matter or to foresee the extent to
which future facilities would be able to constrain them.
In most dark matter models, the one-loop electroweak contributions to the
dark matter direct detection cross section are expected to give only a tiny cor-
rection to the tree-level result, so there is no need, at least at present, to com-
pute them. It may happen, however, that the tree-level result features a strong
suppression not necessarily present at higher orders. If that is the case, the
calculation of such electroweak corrections becomes necessary if one wants to
correctly predict the direct detection cross section of dark matter. It turns out
that this situation actually arises in one of the most economical models that
have been proposed to explain the dark matter puzzle: the inert doublet model
[8, 9, 10].
In the inert doublet model, the Standard Model is extended with a second
higgs doublet that is odd under a new Z2 symmetry. The lightest component of
this doublet becomes automatically stable and, if neutral, a good dark matter
candidate, the so-called inert higgs (H0). In recent years, the phenomenol-
ogy of this model has been extensively studied in a number of works –see e.g.
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. In the inert dou-
blet model, the tree-level direct detection cross section is determined by a higgs
(h) mediated diagram and will be suppressed whenever the coupling H0H0h,
which is proportional to a free parameter of this model, becomes small. Since
at one-loop, H0q scattering may proceed entirely via gauge processes (W± and
Z0 mediated diagrams), it is not guaranteed that these one-loop corrections will
be smaller than the tree-level result. Motivated by this simple observation, we
calculate and analyze, in this paper, the dominant electroweak corrections to
the direct detection cross section of inert higgs dark matter. We will see that
they may modify in a significant way the tree-level prediction within important
regions of the viable parameter space, sometimes giving the dominant contri-
bution to the spin-independent direct detection cross section. Moreover, they
always bring this cross section within the reach of future experiments such as
XENON-1T.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section the inert
doublet model of dark matter is briefly reviewed, outlining its parameter space
and its viable regions. Then, in section 3, we present the calculation of the
dominant electroweak corrections to the direct detection cross section of inert
higgs dark matter and show its behavior as a function of the parameters of
the model. Sections 4 and 5 contain our main results. They demonstrate the
impact of these electroweak corrections within the two viable regimes of the
model: the low mass one (MH0 < MW ) in section 4 and the large mass one
(MH0 & 500 GeV) in section 5. In both cases, we identify the regions where the
corrections are expected to be important. To further substantiate our findings,
we perform a scan over the entire parameter space of the model and we analyze
it in some detail. Finally, our conclusions are presented in section 6.
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2 The inert doublet model
The inert doublet model is a simple extension of the Standard Model with one
additional higgs doublet H2 and an unbroken Z2 symmetry, under which H2 is
odd while all other fields are even. This discrete symmetry prevents the direct
coupling of H2 to fermions and, crucial for dark matter, guarantees the stability
of the lightest inert particle. The scalar potential of this model is given by
V =µ21|H1|
2 + µ22|H
2
2 |+ λ1|H1|
4 + λ2|H2|
4 + λ3|H1|
2|H2|
2
+ λ4|H
†
1H2|
2 +
λ5
2
[
(H†1H2)
2 + h.c.
]
, (1)
where H1 is the Standard Model higgs doublet, and λi and µ
2
i
are real param-
eters. Four new physical states are obtained in this model: two charged states,
H±, and two neutral ones, H0 and A0. Either of them could account for the
dark matter. In the following, we assume that H0 is the lightest inert parti-
cle, M2
H0
< M2
A0
,M2
H±
, and, consequently, the dark matter candidate. After
electroweak symmetry breaking, the inert scalar masses take the following form
M2
H±
= µ22 +
1
2
λ3v
2,
M2
H0
= µ22 +
1
2
(λ3 + λ4 + λ5)v
2,
M2
A0
= µ22 +
1
2
(λ3 + λ4 − λ5)v
2 , (2)
where v = 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value of H1. Let us introduce at
this point the parameter λ defined by
λ ≡ (λ3 + λ4 + λ5)/2. (3)
This parameter is of particular relevance to our direct detection study as it
determines the coupling H0H0h, and therefore the tree-level direct detection
cross section –see next section. In addition to λ, it is convenient to take MH0 ,
MA0 , and MH± as the remaining free parameters of the inert sector. The tree-
level direct detection cross section depends also on the higgs mass (Mh). Given
the small range to which Mh has been constrained by recent data [26, 27], we
have simply set Mh = 125 GeV throughout this paper.
The new parameters of the inert doublet model are not entirely free, they
are subject to a number of theoretical and experimental constraints –see e.g. [8]
and [10]. The requirement of vacuum stability imposes that
λ1, λ2 > 0 , λ3, λ3 + λ4 − |λ5| > −2
√
λ1λ2 . (4)
LEP data constrain the mass of the charged scalar,MH± , to be larger than about
90GeV [28] while some regions in the plane (MH0 ,MA0) are also excluded, see
[12]. In addition, the inert doublet, H2, contributes to electroweak precision
parameters such as S and T , which must be small to remain compatible with
current data. Finally, the relic density of inert higgs dark matter should be
compatible with the observed dark matter density [1]. To evaluate Ωh2, we have
used micrOMEGAs [29], which automatically takes into account resonances and
coannihilation effects. Into micrOMEGAs we have incorporated the annihilation
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Figure 1: The Feynman diagrams that give the dominant corrections to the direct
detection cross section of inert higgs dark matter.
into the three-body final stateWW ∗ (H0H0 →WW ∗ →Wff¯ ′) which modifies
in a significant way the predicted relic density for MH0 . MW [19].
In previous works [10], it had been found that the dark matter constraint
can not be satisfied for arbitrary values of MH0 . Two separate regions remain
viable1, one at low masses and the other at large masses. In the low mass
regime (MH0 . MW ), the annihilation of dark matter is dominated by either
the bb¯ final state or the three-body final state WW ∗, and may be enhanced
due to the presence of the higgs resonance at MH0 ∼ Mh/2. Moreover, H
0-A0
coannihilations may also play a role in the determination of the dark matter relic
density. In the large mass regime (MH0 > 500 GeV), dark matter annihilates
either into gauge bosons (W+W−, Z0Z0) or into higgses. These annihilation
channels are usually very efficient, so the relic density tends to be suppressed.
The observed value of the dark matter density can still be obtained in this regime
but only when the mass splitting between the inert particles is tiny. Since these
two dark matter compatible regimes have completely different phenomenologies,
we will split our analysis and discuss our main results in two different sections,
one dedicated to each regime. Before that, we present, in the next section, the
calculation of the electroweak corrections to the spin-independent cross section
and obtain some preliminary results.
3 The direct detection cross section at one-loop
In the inert doublet model, the dark matter direct detection cross section at
tree-level is given by
σSI(tree-level) =
m2r
pi
(
λ
MH0M
2
h
)2
f2m2N , (5)
where f is a quark form factor2 and mr is the reduced mass of the dark matter-
nucleon system. This cross section arises from a higgs mediated diagram and
1Notice that, as anticipated in [20], the new viable region, MW < MH0 . 150 GeV, has
already been excluded by the recent XENON100 data [2, 3].
2In our numerical evaluations, we use for the quark form factors fq the default values from
micrOMEGAs [29].
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Figure 2: The purely one-loop contribution to the spin-independent cross section as
a function of the dark matter mass for four different values of ∆M = MA0 −MH0 =
MH± −MH0 : 1, 10, 20, and 50 GeV (from top to bottom). In this figure we have set
λ = 0 and Mh = 125 GeV.
is seen to be proportional to λ2. In many models, the tree-level value of σSI is
accurate enough for most purposes and there is no need to compute electroweak
corrections to it. The inert doublet model, however, may be an exception to
that rule. In fact, in this model not only can the coupling λ be very small (much
smaller than the gauge couplings), but there are one-loop diagrams mediated
by the gauge bosons that contribute to σSI which do not depend on λ and
are instead entirely determined by the gauge couplings and the masses of the
inert particles. It is quite possible, therefore, that the tree-level result, equation
(5), fails to give the correct prediction for the spin-independent direct detection
cross section in certain regions of the parameter space. For that reason, in this
paper we compute the dominant electroweak corrections to σSI and we analyze
their importance in both the low and the large mass regime of the model. A
calculation similar to this was first presented in [30] and later applied to the inert
doublet model in [31]. It must be emphasized, however, that the model in [30]
is not exactly the inert higgs model and that they considered only the regime
MDM ≫MW . Since their results can not be directly used for our study, we have
calculated these corrections ourselves without making any assumptions on the
masses of the inert particles. We limit ourselves to those diagrams which might
become dominant when λ is small, that is to diagrams mediated by electroweak
gauge bosons and independent on λ. The contributing diagrams are shown in
figure 1. In the following, we denote by σSI(tree-level) or simply by σSI the value
of the spin-independent cross section that is obtained when these diagrams are
taken into account. Notice that these electroweak corrections depend only on
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Figure 3: The purely one-loop contribution to the spin-independent cross section as
a function of MA0 for different sets of parameters. In the left panel, we consider a
light dark matter particle, MH0 = 70 GeV, and MH± = 100, 200 GeV. In the right
panel, a heavy dark matter candidate is considered, MH0 = 600 GeV, and MH± =
650, 700 GeV. In both panels, λ = 0 and Mh = 125 GeV.
three unknowns3: MH0 , MA0 , and MH± . Next, we will numerically study σSI
as a function of these parameters and we will demonstrate that these one-loop
contributions may indeed be larger than the tree-level result.
Figure 2 shows the purely one-loop contribution (λ = 0) to σSI as a func-
tion of MH0 for four different values of the mass splitting ∆M = MA0 −
MH0 = MH± − MH0 . From top to bottom, the lines correspond to ∆M =
1, 10, 20, 50 GeV. Notice that the electroweak corrections give a cross section of
order 10−11 pb - 10−12 pb depending slightly on the dark matter mass and on
the mass splitting. σSI initially increases withMH0 but then reaches a constant
value for largeMH0 –a result compatible with that found in [30]. It is also clear
from the figure that σSI decreases with the mass splitting between the inert
particles.
It is also interesting to look at the behavior of σSI as a function of MA0
(or MH±) for a fixed value of the dark matter mass. In figure 3 we illustrate
that for the low mass regime (MH0 = 70 GeV, left panel) and the heavy mass
regime (MH0 = 600 GeV, right panel). In each panel two different values of
MH± are considered. In both regimes we find that σSI decreases with MA0 and
with MH± and that it varies between 10
−11 pb and 10−12 pb, as found before.
So far in our analysis we have made two important simplifications: i) we
have set λ = 0, or equivalently we have limited ourselves to the purely one-loop
contribution; ii) we have not yet enforced the constraints on the parameters
of the inert doublet model. In the next two sections, where our main results
are presented, we will get rid of these simplifications. Ultimately, what we
actually want to know is how important these electroweak corrections are within
the viable regions of the inert doublet model. In particular, we would like to
determine if they can give the dominant contribution to σSI and in which regions
that happens. We also want to know how these corrections modify the prospects
for the direct detection of dark matter in future experiments. To that end, we
should move away from the λ = 0 limit considered in this section and we should
ensure that σSI is evaluated only for models that are compatible with all the
3The total amplitude (tree + one-loop) will depend also on λ and Mh. Since the latter is
fixed, the total amplitude depends on 4 parameters.
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Figure 4: Left: The viable parameter space of the inert doublet model in the plane
(MH0 , λ) for two different values of MA0 −MH0 : 10 GeV (dotted-dashed line) and
50 GeV (dashed line). In this figure, MH± − MH0 was set to 50 GeV and Mh to
125 GeV. Along the lines, the dark matter constraint, Ωh2 = 0.11, is satisfied. Notice
that the coupling λ can reach values as small as 10−4. Right: The correction to the
spin-independent direct detection cross section as a function of the dark matter mass
along the viable regions from the left panel.
known phenomenological and cosmological constraints.
4 Results for the low mass regime
In this section, we examine the implications of the electroweak corrections to σSI
within the low mass regime of the inert doublet model. To begin with, we show,
in the left panel of figure 4, the viable parameter space in the plane (MH0 , λ)
for MH± = MH0 + 50 GeV and two different values of MA0 −MH0 : 10 GeV
and 50 GeV. Along the lines, the dark matter relic density is compatible with
current observations, Ωh2 = 0.11. Since coannihilation effects are important
for MA0 = MH0 + 10 GeV (dash-dotted line) the required value of λ is always
smaller than that for MA0 =MH0 + 50 GeV (dashed line), where they are not.
Close to the higgs resonance,MH0 =Mh/2 = 62.5 GeV, the annihilation of dark
matter tends to be very efficient, so λ has to be very small to avoid depleting the
abundance of dark matter in the early Universe. For MH0 ∼ 70− 72 GeV, the
annihilation into the three-body final state WW ∗ [19], a process dominated by
the gauge interactions, is sufficient to account for the observed dark matter so
λ must be small to suppress the additional higgs-mediated annihilations (whose
strength increases with λ). The main lesson from this figure is that there are
regions in the viable parameter space of the inert doublet model where the scalar
coupling λ is indeed much smaller than the gauge couplings, reaching values as
low as 10−4.
In such regions, we expect the one-loop corrections to modify in a significant
way the prediction of the inert higgs direct detection cross section, and perhaps
to give a contribution larger than the tree-level one. To illustrate the effect of the
electroweak corrections, in the following we will either compare σSI(tree-level)
with σSI(1-loop) in the same figure or study their ratio as a function of the
parameters of the model.
The right panel of figure 4 shows the ratio σSI(1-loop)/σSI(tree-level) along
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Figure 5: A comparison between the tree-level and the one-loop direct detection cross
section for one of the viable regions of figure 4.
the viable lines from the left panel. As expected, the correction is large where
λ is small and vice versa. We see that the one-loop correction can indeed be
much larger than the tree-level result, with σSI(1-loop)/σSI(tree-level) reaching
values as high as ∼ 30 forMH0 ∼ 71 GeV and ∼ 100 forMH0 ∼Mh/2. Outside
these regions, the correction is small but not necessarily negligible and may
easily account for a 20% increase in σSI .
A direct comparison between σSI(1-loop) and σSI(tree-level) is shown in
figure 5. Here, we have selected, from the two viable lines discussed in the
previous figure, the one featuring MA0 = MH0 + 50 GeV. For illustration, the
current bound from XENON100 and the expected sensitivity of XENON-1T
are also displayed. The former already excludes the regions MH0 > 53 GeV
and 64 < MH0/GeV < 70 in this parameter space. The effect of the one-loop
corrections is clearly seen close to the higgs resonance, where it prevents the
cross section from going below about 10−11 pb. A similar effect takes place also
at the largest allowed value of MH0 .
One may be tempted to conclude, from the above figures, that in the low
mass regime the one-loop corrections to σSI can become very large only around
two specific values of MH0 , Mh/2 and 71 GeV, and that they are much smaller
everywhere else. That such a conclusion is wrong –is only an artifact of the
specific slice of the parameter space being displayed– is demonstrated by figure
6. Its left panel shows the viable regions for λ = 10−2, 10−3, 10−4 and MH± =
MH0 + 50 GeV. Because in this case H
0-A0 coannihilations play a prominent
role in obtaining the right value of the dark matter density, it makes sense to
display the parameter space in the plane (MH0 , MA0 −MH0). For λ = 10
−4
(dash-dotted line) it is always possible to find a value of MA0 −MH0 that gives
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Figure 6: Left: The parameter space of the inert doublet model in the plane
(MH0 ,MA0 − MH0) for three different values of the coupling λ: 10
−2 (solid line),
10−3 (dashed line) and 10−4 (dashed-dotted line). The value of MH± was set to
MH0 + 50 GeV. Along the lines the relic density constraint, Ωh
2 = 0.11, is satis-
fied –mainly via H0-A0 coannihilations. Notice that for λ = 10−2 and λ = 10−3 there
is a range inMH0 with no viable points. Right: The correction to the spin-independent
direct detection cross section as a function of the dark matter mass along the viable
lines from the left panel. Notice that in this case the correction only slightly depends
on MH0 .
the observed value of the dark matter density, but that is not true for λ = 10−3
or λ = 10−2. Notice that the required mass splitting increases significantly
close to the higgs resonance and near the maximum allowed value of MH0 . The
small bump observed atMH0 ∼ 52.5 GeV is due to the effect of resonant A
0-A0
annihilations on the relic density. The right panel of figure 6 shows the correction
to σSI along such viable regions. We see that in this case the correction does
not strongly depend onMH0 : it is of order of several percent for λ = 10
−2 (solid
line), a factor 2 to 4 for λ = 10−3 (dashed line) and it reaches almost a factor
100 for λ = 10−4 (dash-dotted line). In all cases there is a slight increase in the
correction with the dark matter mass. Clearly, large electroweak corrections to
σSI are not confined to MH0 ∼ Mh/2 and MH0 ∼ 70 GeV but can actually
be found for any value of MH0 . At the end, it is the size of λ and not MH0
what determines how important the corrections are, and λ can vary over several
orders of magnitude within the viable regions of the model.
To assess in all generality, and independently of the specific slice of parameter
space examined, the relevance of the electroweak corrections to σSI , we have
scanned, using Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques [32], the entire parameter
space of the inert doublet model. After allowing the parameters to vary within
the following ranges
80 GeV > MH0 > 50 GeV, (6)
MA0 > MH0 , (7)
MH± > 90 GeV, (8)
1 > λ > 10−5, (9)
and imposing all the experimental bounds (collider, precision, dark matter, etc.)
we obtained a sample of about 104 viable models to analyze. Figure 7 shows a
scatter plot of these models in the plane (MH0 , σSI). The (blue) squares show
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Figure 7: A scatter plot of the spin-independent direct detection cross section at
tree-level and at one-loop as a function of the dark matter mass. In this figure all the
parameters of the inert higgs model were allowed to vary randomly (see text for details)
and all experimental bounds were taken into account.
σSI(tree-level) and the (red) circles σSI(1-loop). Two classes of models can be
easily distinguished in this figure: the annihilating models that are concentrated
along a narrow band similar to that observed in figure 5 and the coannihilating
models which are scattered in the region below that band. They are absent
below MH0 ∼ 55 GeV because the mass splitting required for coannihilations
to be important becomes inconsistent with collider bounds [12]. Notice that
whereas σSI(tree-level) may be as small as 10
−15 pb, σSI(1-loop) does not go
below 10−11 pb or so. From the figure we also see that some regions are already
excluded by the XENON100 bound [3] (solid line). The most important result,
however, is the fact that the one-loop corrections always bring σSI within the
reach of future direct detection experiments and in particular very close to the
XENON-1T expected sensitivity.
Figure 8 shows the same sample of viable models, but in two additional
planes. The right panel shows σSI(1-loop)/σSI(tree-level) as a function of
MH0 . The annihilating and coannihilating models can again be clearly dis-
tinguished in this figure. Notice that the correction can be very large, say
σSI(1-loop)/σSI(tree-level) ∼ 100, pretty much for any value of MH0 . The
right panel displays the same ratio but now as a function of λ. The general be-
havior is as anticipated, with the correction increasing for decreasing λ. It can
also be seen in this figure that σSI(1-loop) becomes larger than σSI(tree-level)
for λ & 10−3, as we had found before. The small spread observed in this
figure clearly demonstrates that it is the size of λ that determines how large
σSI(1-loop)/σSI(tree-level) is.
Summarizing, we have seen that in the small mass regime of the inert doublet
model, MH0 < MW , the electroweak corrections to the spin-independent direct
detection cross section can be quite relevant, giving in certain cases the dominant
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Figure 8: Left: A scatter plot of σSI(1-loop)/σSI(tree-level) as a function of MH0 .
Right: A scatter plot of σSI(1-loop)/σSI(tree-level) as a function of λ. In this figure
all the parameters of the inert higgs model were allowed to vary randomly (see text for
details) and all experimental bounds were taken into account.
contribution to σSI . We have observed that these corrections become large when
λ . 10−3. Such values of λ are compatible with the dark matter constraint
thanks to coannihilations (for a wide range of MH0), resonant annihilations
(for MH0 . Mh/2), or annihilations into three-body final states (for MH0 ∼
72 GeV). We have also noticed that in contrast to σSI(tree-level), which can be
arbitrarily small, σSI(1-loop) is never below ∼ 10
−11 pb. Thus, over the entire
low mass regime, the electroweak corrections we have studied bring σSI within
the reach of future direct detection experiments.
5 Results for the large mass regime
We now focus our attention on the heavy mass regime of the model, MH0 &
500 GeV. Figure 9 shows viable regions of the inert doublet model in the
plane (MH0 , MA0 − MH0) for different values of the scalar coupling λ. For
concreteness, in this figure we have set MH± = MA0 and we have restricted
the mass range to MH0 < 1 TeV. Notice that even though the mass splitting
between the inert particles increases with the dark matter mass, it is always very
small (below the per cent level). At MH0 = 1 TeV, for instance, it amounts
to no more than 7 GeV. This is a generic and well-known feature of the large
mass regime of the inert doublet model: only for small values of MA0 −MH0
and MH± −MH0 can the relic density constrained be satisfied, see e.g. [31].
In the figure we see that the viable parameter space starts at MH0 ∼ 520 GeV
for λ = 10−2, 10−3 and around 600 GeV for λ = 0.1. In this regime there
are neither resonances nor thresholds, so the analysis is much simpler. As we
saw in figure 2, the one-loop correction to σSI initially increases with MH0
whereas the tree-level value of σSI decreases with M
2
H0
(see equation 5). Since,
in addition, λ can be made arbitrarily small in this regime, we expect that the
electroweak corrections to σSI be more relevant than for the low mass regime.
Figure 10 shows σSI(1-loop)/σSI(tree-level) along the viable lines of figure 9.
As expected, the correction is larger the smaller λ is. We also observe that
as MH0 increases, the correction indeed becomes more important. It amounts
to a factor between 1 and 2 for λ = 0.1, about a factor 10 for λ = 0.01, and
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Figure 9: The viable parameter space of the inert doublet model in the plane
(MH0 ,MA0 − MH0) for different values of λ. In this figure we consider the large
mass regime of the model and we set MH± = MA0 and Mh = 125 GeV. Notice that
the required mass splitting is always very small.
more than 200 for λ = 10−3. Notice, for example, that in the large mass regime
σSI(1-loop)/σSI(tree-level) ∼ 2 can be obtained already for λ = 0.1 whereas
in the low mass regime that would require a value of λ at least one order of
magnitude smaller.
We have also scanned the parameter space of this regime by allowing the
inert masses to vary in the range
1 TeV > MH0 > 500 GeV, (10)
MH± > MH0 , (11)
MA0 > MH0 . (12)
After imposing all the relevant constraints, we obtained a sample of approxi-
mately 104 viable models. Figure 11 shows this sample of models in two different
planes. The left panel displays σSI(1-loop)/σSI(tree-level) as a function of λ. It
demonstrates that σSI(1-loop)/σSI(tree-level) is a decreasing function of λ, as
expected, and that it becomes much larger than 1, say ∼ 10, for λ ∼ 10−2. The
small spread of models in this plane again indicates that it is fundamentally
λ the parameter that determines the size of σSI(1-loop)/σSI(tree-level). The
right panel compares the tree-level and one-loop value of σSI as a function of
MH0 . Notice that whereas at tree-level σSI could be as small as 10
−17 pb at
one-loop it is never below 10−11 pb. From the figure we see that this region
is not being currently probed by direct detection experiments –see the present
XENON100 bound (solid line). The future prospects, however, are very good
because the one-loop corrections bring σSI within the reach of planned direct
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Figure 10: The correction to the spin-independent direct detection cross section as a
function of the dark matter mass along the viable lines of figure 9.
detection experiments.
6 Conclusions
We have computed and studied the dominant electroweak corrections to the
direct detection cross section of inert higgs dark matter. These corrections arise
from one-loop diagrams mediated by the electroweak gauge bosons and do not
depend on the scalar coupling λ that controls the tree-level cross section. We
have analyzed the behavior of these one-loop contributions as a function of the
parameters of the model, and have calculated their effect within the regions that
are compatible with the dark matter constraint for the two distinct regimes of
this model: the low mass regime (MH0 < MW ) and the large mass regime
(MH0 & 500 GeV). In both regimes, we have found regions where the one-loop
corrections not only become significant but can even be larger than the tree-level
result. In the low mass regime, this happens when λ . 10−3, a value that can be
compatible with the dark matter constraint via annihilation through the higgs
resonance, annihilation into the three-body final stateWW ∗, or coannihilations.
The first two require respectively MH0 ∼ Mh/2 and MH0 ∼ 72 GeV whereas
coannihilations allow for a much wider range ofMH0 . In the heavy mass regime,
we found the effect of the electroweak corrections to be larger, with corrections
of order 100% already for λ = 0.1. Thus, they must be necessarily taken into
account when assessing the prospects for the direct detection of inert higgs dark
matter. From the scans over the full parameter space of the model, we also
observed that these one-loop contributions always bring σSI within the reach of
future direct detection experiments.
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Figure 11: Some results of the scan over the parameters of the model for the large
mass regime. Left: A scatter plot of the correction to σSI as a function of λ. Right:
A comparison between the tree-level and the one-loop value of σSI as a function of
MH0 . The solid line shows the current bound from XENON100 whereas the dashed
line corresponds to the expected sensitivity of XENON-1T.
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